
Primary Tap 

Warm up song 

Follow singer directions 

Shake your hands, shake your feet, jump up and down, catch the beat, hit the floor, stretch out 

wide, shake about, jump to the side, repeat from beginning, shout ‘your warm’ at the end 

Bouncy Warm Up 

Hope scotch, hop scotch, jump in out in, clap, 8 bouncy walks 

Shuffles 

Forward back tap, together, repeat L  

Forward, back, ball change, stamp, clap clap. 

Ball and heel beats 

8 alternate ball beats (even rhythm) 

8 alternate heel beats (even rhythm) 

4 ball beats, clap, repeat (1& &3 4 5& &7 8) 

4 heel beats, clap, repeat (1& &3 4 5& &7 8) 

Paradiddles 

Heel dig pick up x3 step heel 

Repeat L 

4 paradiddles heel, pick up, step heel (say ‘paradiddle’ when practising) 

Rhythm 

Quarter notes 

Clap 1 2 3 _ 1 2 3 _ 1 2 3 dance or speak 4 quarter counts 

Take a bite of the music 

Take a bite of the music 1 2 3 4 

Chew it up 5 6 7 8 

Swallow, let the music move through your body 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

8 counts of improvisation (seen one at a time) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Amalgamation 

Introduction 4 bars (play air guitar) 

Right foot para para paradiddle (like beginning of paradiddle exercise) 

Right foot ball beat, heel beat, ball beat, heel beat (one foot crawl travelling to side) 



Bounce right clap 

Bounce left clap 

3 bouncy walks right front corner 

3 bouncy walks left front corner 

7 skips round in circle to right 

Finish with bend thigh slap 

Repeat whole thing on the left 

The Freeze 

Move for 8 counts using skips, bouncy walks, gallops, bounces or skips 

Freeze for 8 counts 

Repeat choosing another step (don’t mix steps choose one step for each set of 8 counts) 

Bow 


